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Next Clemson Photo Shoot Coming Up
The third of four days of photography in Clemson has been scheduled for Saturday April 18,
2009. The previous photography day was February 8. The last day will be another weekday
(summer); the specific date has not been selected.
Just as the winter focus was on friends, family, and what people do on winter Sundays in
Clemson, the spring day is for what we do on a spring Saturday. We expect to see photographs
depicting recreation, outdoor activities, emerging spring plants and scenery, and business or
service activities that take place on Saturdays. We are especially interested in having businesses
open on Saturday participate by inviting photographers to shoot, or (better) by participating as
photographers. The Clemson Photo Archive website at http://www.explorearts.org has been
updated with new tips for the spring day. People new to the project can find a full description
there, including how to package their photographs for submission and where to take them.
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Photographs from the winter and spring submissions will be on display in a special exhibition at
the ARTS Center later this spring. The dates have not yet been selected. The exhibition and
reception will be open to the public and free of charge.
The Clemson Photo Archive Project is a volunteer effort to document the city of Clemson and its
people through photography, on specific days in fall, winter, spring and summer. The project,
supported by the city of Clemson and operated by the ARTS Center in Clemson, is open to all.
Questions about the project should be directed to Del Kimbler at photo@explorearts.org.
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